Detection of Possible Match-fixing in Tennis Games
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Abstract: This study seeks ways that can immediately detect match-fixing in a tennis match. We first explore the number of rallies observed in tennis matches of the ATP and WTA leagues to determine whether they follow the Benford’s law. We also artificially manipulate practice games to investigate whether the number of rallies observed in manipulated matches also follows the Benford’s law. Experimental results demonstrate that the numbers collected from fixed games and the expected frequencies predicted by Benford’s Law are different. Based on the lessons learned, we develop a machine-learning-based model for detecting whether a given match is fixed or not. Our model shows a high accuracy in detecting fixed tennis matches, which has a great utility for fair tennis play.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sports must always conform to the ethics of fair play. Particularly when contending for victory, there is an underlying principle that athletes must follow fair rules in a righteous way and strive to show their best performance. However, in a world of professional sports where there are conflicts of vast interests, dramas continue to unfold, sliding back and forth between legal and illegal paths. There is a clear limit to the fundamental roles that professional athletes are basically paid to play. Furthermore, athletes fall into temptation of illegal match fixing each time their desire for fame and wealth combines with the greed of sports clubs (European Commission, 2018; Lasraa et al., 2018; Asser Institute, 2014).

In a fair competition, under the fair play system, outcomes cannot be predicted with an absolute certainty. However, an act of artificial manipulation of the game, such as a player's slowdown, the bribery of referees, or match-fixing by referees, can certainly change the outcome of a game. Match-fixing is a process of pre-determining results that might provide a certain opportunity for avid gamblers to win bets in sports gambling (Moriconi, 2018). It can be a serious act that weakens the foundation of sports. Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and The Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) have acknowledged “prevention of match-fixing” as the most critical sports issue to be addressed in the 21st century and have taken various preventive measures (IOC, 2016; FIFA, 2017; Aquilina and Chetcuti, 2014).

Match-fixing occurs extensively in a wide variety of professional sports leagues, ICO-sponsored Olympics, FIFA-sponsored World Cups, as well as the world championship games organized by various sports federations. The European Union (EU) Commission has reported more than 5,200 match-fixing cases worldwide since the year 2000 (European Commission, 2014; European Commission, 2018).

Since 2000, match-fixing cases have been most commonly found in the European league football matches. However, the cases are expected to rise if the leagues that the EU does not monitor, e.g., Asian leagues and the American leagues, are also included (European Commission, 2012; Katsarova, 2016). In particular, leagues operating in the Asian region have been under relatively less scrutiny than the European leagues, making them a softer target for match fixers (Hill, 2010). A match-fixing scandal that surfaced in Korea’s professional football league in 2011 caused two footballers to commit suicide, 10 to be permanently suspended, and 59 to receive criminal penalties (THE KOREA TIMES, 2012). This incident was perpetrated by an overseas criminal organization that managed to bribe footballers with as little as USD 5,000. It delivered a devastating wound to the Korean football league that ended the lives and professional careers of many of its players forever. Even to this...
date since the conclusion of the investigations, the true identity and nature of the overseas crime group that was involved in the incident have not been revealed. There is a very high possibility that the criminal group is attempting to fix another game at this moment.

Match-fixing is very common in tennis leagues. It has been reported that match-fixing was attempted at the 2016 Wimbledon Championship, one of the most prestigious tennis tournaments. Novak Djokovic, who ranked first in the world in 2016, revealed in an interview that he was once offered a USD 200,000 monetary reward. At the same time, he also received physical threats from a group that was trying to fix a match (Huffington post, 2016). This happens owing to a structural problem with regard to the financial reality of professional tennis, in which players heavily rely on the prize money and monetary support from their sponsors to make a living.

According to Michael Russell’s interview with Forbes, the 92nd ranked player in the world in 2013, he earned USD 270,000 in revenue in 2012, but his actual income was USD 85,000 after a deduction of personal and tour expenses that amounted to USD 75,000 and 35,000 respectively, while taxes resulted in the deduction of another significant portion of his effective earnings. He further disclosed that although he made a total of USD 2,100,000 in a 15-year-long career, there is not much left after his tour expenses and fee for coaches and trainers (Forbes, 2013). This means that the lower ranked players with less income in the current world of professional tennis are more prone to the temptation of match-fixing.

As match-fixing has become a serious social issue, a series of related researches have been carried out on match-fixing, such as studies that examine the match-fixing cases and explain their cause (Hill, 2013; Carpenter, 2012) and those that analyze the relevance of match-fixing with the sports betting industry (Bag and Saha, 2011; Boeri and Severgnini, 2011). In addition, there are studies that offer legal countermeasures to eradicate match-fixing (Rodenberg and Feustel, 2014) as well as attempts to detect match-fixing via a mathematical approach (Hill, 2011).

To completely stamp out match-fixing from the world of sports, the introduction of preventive measures along with ethics education and training for the athletes is essential. It is also critical to detect one in time, on occurrence. However, there are numerous variables to be considered in a sport like tennis, unexpected outcomes often arise depending on the condition of the athletes playing. Therefore, when a player or coach, who is artificially defeated in a fixed match, and claims later that “the player was in a tattered physical condition and hence unable to perform his best”, on-site investigation no longer remains a feasible option.

Currently, the best option is to conduct a post-incident investigation by anti-corruption organizations such as the Tennis Integrity Unit over match-fixing suspicions in tennis tournaments. However, such inquiries require conclusive evidence to determine culpability, such as evidence of monetary transactions surrounding suspected athletes; moreover, only the authorities with jurisdiction to conduct criminal investigation, such as the prosecution or the police, have access to them. As a result, organizations such as the Tennis Integrity Unit, which lack the authority, begin with probing into suspicious events. Once sufficient evidence is gathered to support the allegations, they request international investigative authorities to open official investigations into the alleged match-fixing incidents (TIU, 2018).

This approach investigates players belonging to different nationalities under the jurisdiction of the country where the match-fixing is suspected to have occurred, and it inevitably accompanies highly complicated and cumbersome administrative procedures. Therefore, if clear evidence such as testimonies of fraudulent deals or any circumstantial evidence regarding illegal monetary transactions is not secured, ongoing investigations often get suspended. As discussed earlier, a post-match investigation into a match-fixing incident requires tremendous effort to gather sufficient evidence to support a finding of actual unlawful transactions, making it highly difficult to identify match-fixing in reality (HM Government, 2017). Consequently, the current method of revealing fixed matches and imposing severe penalties on the conspirators is not enough to eradicate the problem of match-fixing.

Then how do we prevent match-fixing? The best approach for now would be to hinder the match-fixing attempts in advance. The following two types of preventive measures are currently being implemented at the sports scenes. First, we can encourage the athletes to be aware of the seriousness of match-fixing by continuously providing them with ethics education and training (Department for Culture, Media, and Sport: UK, 2010). Second, if pre-game signs of possible match-fixing appear, such as a sudden change in the dividend rates offered by sports betting sites, it would be prudent to prevent attempts of match-fixing by informing the players that the impending match is most likely, a fixed match. These methods use trainings and warnings to discourage the
players from attempting to fix a match and they are already being used by IOC, professional leagues, and various sports federations (IOC, 2018; FIFA, 2018).

However, if athletes continue with their attempts to fix matches despite the measures in force, there are almost no additional preventive measures available that can be applied at the scene. Even if there is a method to immediately detect match-fixing at a game, how would that prevent such incidents from occurring? In that scenario, the athletes will be alerted that a match-fixing attempt will most likely be exposed and they will inevitably reduce such attempts. Therefore, this study introduces a method to detect match-fixing immediately in the field of tennis.

2 RESEARCH METHOD

The research method applied to this study for the detection of match-fixing is briefly explained as follows. First, we observe the number of rallies overserved in matches of the ATP and WTA leagues to determine whether they follow the Benford’s law. Second, we artificially manipulate practice games to collect the data on the number of rallies in each match and verify whether the distribution follows the Benford’s law. Lastly, we develop a machine-learning-based model to detect whether a given match is fixed or not. For leaning and testing the model, A-Set (training set), which is the number of rallies recorded from ATP and WTA, and B1-Set (validation set) and B2-Set (test set) that reflect the data collected from two artificially manipulated matches are used.

2.1 Benford’s Law

Benford’s Law is an observation that numerical values that can be observed in our daily lives appear in accordance with certain rules. When we look at datasets such as the population numbers, death rates, passwords, and lengths of rivers, the probability of the first digit being number 1 is approximately 31%, while the numbers 5 and 9 appear as the most significant digits 8%, and 5% of the time, respectively. This shows that the lower numbers are observed more frequently than the higher numbers (Figure 1).

Benford’s Law was first discovered in 1881 by an American mathematician, Simon Newcomb. Newcomb noticed that the earlier pages in logarithm tables were much more worn than the other pages, and realized that the smaller digits were more likely to appear than the larger digits as naturally occurring real-life numbers. It was an empirically interesting discovery, but it lacked mathematical and logical explanation, and was not accepted as a law. It was again noted in 1938 by an American physicist Frank Benford, who observed a phenomenon that supported Newcomb’s claim in naturally occurring collections of data. He analyzed 20 unrelated domains, such as river lengths, population numbers, and also a number of magazines and as a result, the probability of the first digit being number 1 appeared as 31%, while 19% began with number 2. He measured the probabilities for the occurrence of the digits ranging from 1 to 9 and announced the results. This observational phenomenon was later named after him as the Benford law (Nigrini, 2012).

The Benford’s Law reveals the probability distribution of naturally occurring numbers, and as artificial numbers do not follow this law, we can identify human intervention by verifying the numbers observed. For example, numbers that reflect people’s thoughts and purposes, such as the phone numbers, postal codes, and the price of goods, do not follow the Benford’s law. Therefore, we believe the law can be applied in this study. We conjecture that the numbers observed in matches played with a specific intention, such as match-fixing, might differ from the data recorded at the games that were played to win.

2.2 Machine Learning

Machine learning algorithms are classified into supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning utilizes input and labeled data and accurate results of input data are achieved using the training data. A program
is generated based on the analysis of these patterns, enabling it to predict the results of the incoming input data. Figure 2 shows the process of analyzing the training data and creating the evaluation model to verify the test data. Here, the extract features are the data format expressed and processed for the algorithm to judge. Machine learning algorithm generates a model that predicts an output based on an input. In the end, the output created based on the input can be predicted as a result of the learning carried out by the machine learning algorithm. In this study, an analysis of the deep learning method of supervised learning is used.

2.3 Research Data

This study used a number of rallies observed in tennis matches for analysis. A rally can be seen in a tennis match where a ball is played with a net, such as a tennis ball, and it refers to a process where the ball passes over to the opposing side of the court and then returns. In other words, the number of rallies indicates the number of times the ball has passed over to the other side of the court and one round trip is referred to as one rally. However, in this study, we used the number of times that the opponent passes the ball for a more accurate analysis and named it as h-rally. The h-rally data is collected by implementing the following two methods.

2.3.1 Data Collection from ATP and WTA Leagues

The matches studied for the data collection were the tennis matches held in the ATP and WTA leagues from January 2016 to March 2018. We selected and collected data from 220 ATP and WTA matches that were broadcasted television or were available online. The data was recorded by researchers who watched every selected game, and the h-rally that occurs for each score was directly observed and collected. The dataset collected here is referred to as “Dataset A”.

2.3.2 Data Collection from Fixing Game

We artificially manipulated practice games by asking one of the players with similar skills to lose the match, and we measured the outcomes. The experiments were conducted twice on H and S tennis courts in Ansan, South Korea on April 21 and May 13, 2018. Four players, C, K, J, and P participated in twelve games in total, six times on each day. We made a prior arrangement with player C to artificially lose the game while players K, J, and P remained unaware of player C’s intention to fix the game throughout the entire experiment. In the end, h-rallies recorded from all six matches that player C participated were collected as a dataset for fixed games. The datasets collected on the first and second days of experiments were labeled as “Dataset B1” and “Dataset B2”, respectively.
2.4 Analysis Method

The collected data was analyzed as follows. First, we verified whether the data by applying $x^2$ test statistics followed by the Benford’s law. Second, we used “Dataset A” collected from ATP and WTA as a training set and “Dataset B1” that was collected from artificially manipulated matches as a test set. Third, we used additional dataset, “Dataset B2”, for validating our model.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Previous studies that adopted the Benford’s Law analysis simply concluded that it can be used in detecting the occurrence of match-fixing. Therefore, this study investigated whether the distribution of the number of rallies follows the Benford’s Law. We also explored whether the expected frequencies of rallies measured through the Benford’s Law can be used in detecting match-fixing attempts.

3.1 Benford’s Law Analysis

Figure 3 graphically reflects the comparison of Data Set B, collected through the artificial match-fixing, and Data Set A, gathered from ATP and WTA, against Benford’s Law. Because there are not enough confirmed cases of match-fixing, obtaining data from confirmed fixed matches was not simple. The statistical analysis of these values produces slightly different results. Table 1 shows that normal games follow Benford’s Law. The data for that can be found in “Dataset A”. The data from fixed matches found in “Dataset B” shows that it doesn't follow Benford’s Law. Data from sets A and B were not compared with each other but with the ‘Probability for Benford’s Law’. The results of the data in Table 1 was verified by the use of chi-square value. These results differ from those of a previous study that applied Benford’s Law to fixed badminton matches (Choi and Park, 2017). In other words, it signifies that unlike in badminton games, the relationship between the number of rallies and the Benford’s Law is not statistically significant in tennis matches. This suggests that it is difficult to judge whether a game is fixed based only on the number of rallies made in each tennis match.

![Figure 3: Distribution of Data Set.](image-url)
3.2 Detecting Possible Match-fixing

In the above analysis, we confirmed that the number of rallies recorded in a tennis game with a high probability of match-fixing is different from the expected frequency predicted by the Benford’s Law (Figure 3). Based on lessons learned, we develop a machine-learning-based model to detect whether a given game is fixed or not. The model used for this study contained an h-rally frequency of first digit feature. The performance results of the proposed model are presented in the following section.

First, the learning process was performed by applying 113 sets that account for the 50% of “Dataset A” gathered from ATP and WTA, and “Dataset B1” collected from fixed matches. We apply the artificial neural network as a classifier. The nine expected frequencies of Benford’s Law were used in the model. The number of layers of the artificial neural network was set to 10. The training process is presented in Figure 4. The model A was obtained by applying the above learning method.

Second, the evaluation data was composed of 113 games that amount to the remaining 50% of “Dataset A” and collected “Dataset B2”. The corresponding test results (game number and the possibility of its match-fixing) are shown in Figure 5. Note that the last three games (no. 111, 112, and 113) were the match-fixed ones. As shown in Figure 5, the last three sets of values show a near 1.0 value (.948, .972, and .941). The other 110 games are identified as normal ones. This shows that our proposed model can successfully deliver a positive outcome for detecting all three fixed matches.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, Benford’s Law and machine learning were used to examine the possible detection of match-fixing. Benford’s Law is an empirical rule and a phenomenon that occurs every day in nature. Experimental results of this research show that the numbers collected from fixed games and the expected frequencies predicted by Benford’s Law are different. However, it is not easy to simply say that a game is fixed “simply because it does not follow Benford’s law”. Therefore, in this study, we made a detection model for match-fixing through machine learning and confirmed the results by analyzing the test data. Experimental results show that fixed games can be detected by the proposed model implemented through machine learning.

“Dataset B” used in this study is collected from artificially fixed matches and it cannot be guaranteed that a similar set of data will appear in actual games. However, improved results will be obtained by constructing the judgment model for machine learning more precisely and using other features in addition to the expected frequencies of the Benford’s Law used in this study.

Table 1: Comparison of Benford’s Law and Data Set A, B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>first digits(d)</th>
<th>Probability for Benford’s law</th>
<th>Data Set A</th>
<th>Data Set B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.10</td>
<td>33.97313</td>
<td>36.29547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.61</td>
<td>16.84369</td>
<td>25.93724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>11.55616</td>
<td>14.35712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>9.180898</td>
<td>8.49764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>7.869342</td>
<td>5.915024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>6.082734</td>
<td>2.804777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.957067</td>
<td>3.526798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>4.667906</td>
<td>1.638434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>4.110236</td>
<td>0.827492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ n = 220 \]
\[ \text{mean} = 58.21 \]
\[ \text{sd} = 47.77 \]
\[ x^2 = .439 \]
\[ p = .999 \]

\[ n = 6 \]
\[ \text{mean} = 59.26 \]
\[ \text{sd} = 67.75 \]
\[ x^2 = 9.210 \]
\[ p = .324 \]
Sports games classify their results as data. Until recently, it was very difficult to detect match-fixing attempts and therefore, punitive measures were difficult to implement. The lack of punishment has inevitably made the eradication of match-fixing more challenging. However, various scientific analysis techniques that can determine match-fixing attempts through simple data analysis are being studied extensively. If these methods can be successfully implemented in the sports policies, match-fixing attempts could get completely eradicated as a result. The initial prevention of match-fixing attempts will be able to help sports advance a step further.
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